Elevated Heme Synthesis and Uptake Underpin Intensified Oxidative Metabolism and Tumorigenic Functions in Non-Small Cell Lung Cancer Cells.
Tumors of human non-small cell lung cancer (NSCLC) are heterogeneous but exhibit elevated glycolysis and glucose oxidation relative to benign lung tissues. Heme is a central molecule for oxidative metabolism and ATP generation via mitochondrial oxidative phosphorylation (OXPHOS). Here, we showed that levels of heme synthesis and uptake, mitochondrial heme, oxygen-utilizing hemoproteins, oxygen consumption, ATP generation, and key mitochondrial biogenesis regulators were enhanced in NSCLC cells relative to nontumorigenic cells. Likewise, proteins and enzymes relating to heme and mitochondrial functions were upregulated in human NSCLC tissues relative to normal tissues. Engineered heme-sequestering peptides (HSP) reduced heme uptake, intracellular heme levels, and tumorigenic functions of NSCLC cells. Addition of heme largely reversed the effect of HSPs on tumorigenic functions. Furthermore, HSP2 significantly suppressed the growth of human NSCLC xenograft tumors in mice. HSP2-treated tumors exhibited reduced oxygen consumption rates (OCR) and ATP levels. To further verify the importance of heme in promoting tumorigenicity, we generated NSCLC cell lines with increased heme synthesis or uptake by overexpressing either the rate-limiting heme synthesis enzyme ALAS1 or uptake protein SLC48A1, respectively. These cells exhibited enhanced migration and invasion and accelerated tumor growth in mice. Notably, tumors formed by cells with increased heme synthesis or uptake also displayed elevated OCRs and ATP levels. These data show that elevated heme flux and function underlie enhanced OXPHOS and tumorigenicity of NSCLC cells. Targeting heme flux and function offers a potential strategy for developing therapies for lung cancer. SIGNIFICANCE: These findings show that elevated heme availability due to increased heme synthesis and uptake causes intensified oxygen consumption and ATP generation, promoting tumorigenic functions and tumor growth in NSCLC. GRAPHICAL ABSTRACT: http://cancerres.aacrjournals.org/content/canres/79/10/2511/F1.large.jpg.